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Quiver D-Modules and the Riemann-Hilbert Correspondence
Stephanie Zapf
Abstract
In this paper, we show that every regular singular D-module in Cn whose singular locus is a
normal crossing is isomorphic to a quiver D-module – a D-module whose definition is based on
certain representations of the hypercube quiver. To be more precise we give an equivalence of
the respective categories. Our definition of quiver D-modules is based on the one of Khoroshkin
and Varchenko. To prove the equivalence, we use an equivalence by Galligo, Granger and
Maisonobe for regular singular D-modules whose singular locus is a normal crossing which
involves the classical Riemann-Hilbert correspondence.
The classical version of the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, as it was proven independently
by Masaki Kashiwara [Kas84] and Zoghman Mebkhout [Meb84] in 1980, yields an equivalence
Modrh(DX )
∼=
−→ Perv(X) between regular holonomic DX -modules and perverse sheaves on X. In
dimension one locally at 0 other equivalences are known which one might obtain from the classical
version: The equivalence of the category Modrh(D) of regular holonomic D-modules with the cat-
egory C1 and the category Qui
Σ1
1 , the categories of finite quiver representations E F
u
v
over
C fulfilling that u ◦ v + Id is invertible and Spec(u ◦ v) ⊂ Σ1, respectively (see [Mal91], [Bjö93]
or [Dim04]). In higher dimension André Galligo, Michel Granger and Philippe Maisonobe proved
that in the case of a normal crossing divisor in dimension n, the category of perverse sheaves with
respect to the induced normal crossing stratification is equivalent to the category Cn (the general-
ization of C1). This means, using the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, that the category of regular
holonomic D-modules whose singular locus is a normal crossing is equivalent to Cn (see [GGM85a]
and [GGM85b]). However, it is not that easy to assign a D-module to a given quiver representation
with respect to this equivalence concretely.
A contribution to the question of how to assign to a quiver representation a D-module comes from
Sergei Khoroshkin and Alexander Varchenko [KV06]. To a given hyperplane arrangement in Cn,
they associate a quiver. And to each finite representation over C of such a quiver, they associate a
D-module in a rather intuitive way. This yields a functor E from the category of representations
over these quivers into the category of holonomic D-modules. Using this definition in dimension
one, one sees that this gives a functor from QuiΣ11 to Modrh(D) one can use as quasi-inverse for
the equivalence above. In particular one sees that every regular holonomic D-module in dimension
one locally at 0 is isomorphic to a quiver D-module. This makes their construction very promising
for higher dimensions.
The main idea of our work is to use this construction of quiver D-modules by Khoroshkin and
Varchenko in the case of a normal crossing hyperplane arrangement and to combine it with the
1
theorem of Galligo, Granger and Maisonobe. In Section 1 we give some general statements on
representations of the hypercube quiver. In Section 2 we define the category of quiver D-modules
and give their main properties. In our Main Theorem 2.7 we give the link between this category
and the category QuiΣ1n using the theorem of Galligo, Granger and Maisonobe.
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1 Finite representations of the hypercube quiver
In the following let us consider finite representations over C of the following quiver:
Let n ∈ N+ and let P({1, . . . , n}) denote the power set of {1, . . . , n}. The quiver consists of 2n
vertices which we denote by I ∈ P({1, . . . , n}), and n2n oriented edges
I I ∪ {i}
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ I. This gives us a kind of hypercube quiver by imaging that the vertices of the
quiver lie on the vertices of a n-dimensional hypercube, and we have two edges exactly for every
edge of the hypercube.
1.1 Definitions and basic properties
In the following we are going to define three standard categories of hypercube quiver representations,
denoted Quin, Cn and Qui
Σ1
n . Let us start with the definition of Quin. This is basically just the
category of finite representations over C of the above hypercube quiver.
Definition 1.1. The category Quin for n ∈ N+ is defined as follows:
• The objects consist of 2n finitely generated C-vector spaces denoted VI where I ∈ P({1, . . . , n}),
equipped with n2n linear maps uI,i and yI,i for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ I,
VI VI∪{i}
uI,i
yI,i
and they satisfy the following commutativity conditions for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ I:
uI∪{i},j ◦ uI,i = uI∪{j},i ◦ uI,j yI,i ◦ yI∪{i},j = yI,j ◦ yI∪{j},i
yI∪{i},j ◦ uI∪{j},i = uI,i ◦ yI,j
• A morphism between two objects (VI , uI,i, yI,i) and (V ′I , u
′
I,i, y
′
I,i) is given by 2
n linear maps
hI : VI → V
′
I such that u
′
I,i ◦hI = hI∪{i} ◦uI,i and hI ◦yI,i = y
′
I,i ◦hI∪{i} for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}\ I.
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Now, let us define the categories Cn and Qui
Σ1
n . They are full subcategories of Quin fulfilling an
additional constraint on their objects.
Definition 1.2. The category Cn is the full subcategory of Quin such that every object (VI , uI,i, yI,i)
additionally fulfils that uI,i ◦ yI,i + IdVI∪{i} and yI,i ◦ uI,i + IdVI are invertible.
Definition 1.3. The category QuiΣ1n is the full subcategory of Quin such that every object (VI , uI,i, yI,i)
additionally fulfils that Spec(uI,i ◦ yI,i), Spec(yI,i ◦ uI,i) ⊂ Σ1 := Σ + 1 where
Σ :=
{
α ∈ C
∣∣∣∣ − 1 ≤ Re(α) ≤ 0, Im(α) =

≥ 0 if Re(α) = −1,
< 0 if Re(α) = 0,
arbitrary otherwise.
}
We note that uI,i◦yI,i+IdVI∪{i} is invertible iff yI,i◦uI,i+IdVI is invertible, and Spec(uI,i◦yI,i) ⊂ Σ1
iff Spec(yI,i ◦ uI,i) ⊂ Σ1.
The last topic in this subsection is a dualizing functor acting on our quiver categories.
Definition/Proposition 1.4. The contravariant functor D : Quin → Quin is defined on objects
(VI , uI,i, yI,i) of Quin by
D
(
VI VI∪{i}
uI,i
yI,i
)
:= V ∗I V
∗
I∪{i}
y∗
I,i
u∗
I,i
where V ∗I is the dual vector space of VI and u
∗
I,i, y
∗
I,i are the dual/transpose maps of uI,i, yI,i. Let
(hI) denote a morphism in Quin. Then we set
D((hI)) := (h
∗
I)
where h∗I is the dual map of hI . This yields an equivalence of categories where D is its own quasi-
inverse, and it also establishes an equivalence from QuiΣ1n to Qui
Σ1
n , and from Cn to Cn as well.
1.2 An equivalence of categories
The goal of this subsection is to prove in Theorem 1.6 an equivalence (or rather an isomorphism)
of the categories Cn and Qui
Σ1
n . This is a principal component of the present work. We use the
following pair of functors:
Definition 1.5. The covariant functors Q : QuiΣ1n → Cn and G : Cn → Qui
Σ1
n are defined by:
Let (VI , uI,i, cI,i) denote an object in QuiΣ1n and let (hI) denote a morphism in Qui
Σ1
n . We set
Q((VI , uI,i, cI,i)) := (VI , uI,i, yI,i) and Q((hI)) := (hI)
where yI,i :=
∞∑
k=1
(2πi)k
k!
(cI,i ◦ uI,i)
k−1 ◦ cI,i = cI,i ◦
∞∑
k=1
(2πi)k
k!
(uI,i ◦ cI,i)
k−1.
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Let (VI , uI,i, wI,i) denote an object in Cn and let (hI) denote a morphism in Cn. Then, set
G((VI , uI,i, wI,i)) := (VI , uI,i, xI,i) and G((hI)) := (hI).
The map xI,i is given as follows: Let sI,i : VI → VI denote the unique linear map with eigenvalues
in Σ1 such that
e2piisI,i = wI,i ◦ uI,i + IdVI and set xI,i :=
(
∞∑
k=1
(2πi)k
k!
sk−1I,i
)−1
◦ wI,i.
Theorem 1.6. The category Cn is isomorphic to the category QuiΣ1n using the pair of covariant
functors Q : QuiΣ1n → Cn and G : Cn → Qui
Σ1
n .
Note that i in 2πi is the imaginary unit. Before proving the theorem, we verify two helpful
statements from matrix analysis.
Proposition 1.7. Let E denote a finite dimensional C-vector space and let f : E → E denote an
invertible linear map. Then there exists a unique linear map g : E → E with Spec(g) ⊂ Σ1 such
that
f = e2piig.
Proof. We choose the branch of the logarithm defined on C \ R≥0 with image contained in {α ∈
C | 0 < Im(α) < 2π}, and use a unique extension to C \ {0} with image in 2πiΣ1. Note that
every complex number has a unique representative in this strip up to ±2πiN. The existence and
uniqueness of 2πig follows now with the aid of [HJ91, Corollary 6.2.12] which deals with finding a
matrix A for a given invertible matrix B such that eA = B.
The next corollary will be auxiliary to prove commutativity conditions later.
Corollary 1.8. Let E, F denote two finite dimensional C-vector spaces and let γ : E → F de-
note a linear map. Furthermore, let α : E → E and β : F → F denote two linear maps with
Spec(α),Spec(β) ⊂ Σ1. Then:
γ ◦ e2piiα = e2piiβ ◦ γ ⇐⇒ γ ◦ α = β ◦ γ
Proof. We only need to prove the direction “⇒”. This proof is divided into three parts:
(i) Assume that γ : E → F is invertible. We receive
γ ◦ e2piiα = e2piiβ ◦ γ ⇐⇒ e2piiβ = e2pii (γ◦α◦γ
−1).
The eigenvalues of β and γ ◦α ◦ γ−1 are both contained in Σ1. Using the uniqueness given in
Proposition 1.7, we receive the claimed equality.
(ii) To prove the general case, we need the following small statement:
α preserves a linear subspace E˜ of E, i. e. α(E˜) ⊂ E˜. ⇔ e2piiα preserves E˜.
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The direction “⇒” is clear. To prove “⇐”, use [HJ91, Corollary 6.2.12] to receive that α is a
polynomial in e2piiα (the concrete form of the polynomial depends on the map α).
(iii) Now, let us prove the general case. Examining γ ◦e2piiα = e2piiβ ◦γ, we see that e2piiβ preserves
im(γ) and that e2piiα preserves ker(γ). By part (ii), im(γ) and ker(γ) are preserved by β and
α, respectively. This gives us well-defined maps
e2piiα : E/ker(γ)→ E/ker(γ) and α : E/ker(γ)→ E/ker(γ)
where e2piiα = e2piiα. Consider the following diagram whose first and last square commute:
E E/ker(γ) im(γ) F
E E/ker(γ) im(γ) F
α
γ
α β β
γ
One has Spec(α) ⊂ Spec(α) ⊂ Σ1. By part (i) we receive now that the commutativity of
E/ker(γ) im(γ)
E/ker(γ) im(γ)
γ
e2piiα e2piiβ
γ
implies that
E/ker(γ) im(γ)
E/ker(γ) im(γ)
γ
α β
γ
commutes. This yields the commutativity of the above diagram and proves the claim.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. For simplicity, we set for a linear map A
ψ(A) :=
∞∑
k=1
(2πi)k
k!
Ak−1.
We need to check several small statements to obtain the theorem:
(i) Verify that xI,i is well-defined: The map wI,i ◦ uI,i + IdVI is invertible by assumption. The
existence and uniqueness of sI,i follows from Proposition 1.7. As ψ(0) = 2πi 6= 0 and
ψ(λ) =
e2piiλ − 1
λ
6= 0
for λ ∈ Σ1 \ {0}, we receive that the eigenvalues of ψ(sI,i) are non-zero and therefore xI,i =
ψ(sI,i)
−1 ◦ wI,i is well-defined.
(ii) We have to check that Q : QuiΣ1n → Cn is a well-defined functor:
Let (VI , uI,i, cI,i) denote an object in Qui
Σ1
n and let (VI , uI,i, yI,i) denote its image under Q.
This is indeed an object in Cn: The map
yI,i ◦ uI,i + IdVI = ψ(cI,i ◦ uI,i) ◦ cI,i ◦ uI,i + IdVI = e
2pii(cI,i◦uI,i)
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is obviously invertible. The commutativity conditions in Cn follow by direct computation
from those in QuiΣ1n . Now, let (hI) denote a morphism from (VI , uI,i, cI,i) to (V
′
I , u
′
I,i, c
′
I,i) in
QuiΣ1n . To prove that Q((hI)) = (hI) is a morphism in Cn from (VI , uI,i, yI,i) to (V
′
I , u
′
I,i, y
′
I,i),
we need to check the equations
u′I,i ◦ hI = hI∪{i} ◦ uI,i and hI ◦ yI,i = y
′
I,i ◦ hI∪{i}.
Both equations follow directly from the fact that (hI) is a morphism in Qui
Σ1
n .
(iii) We have to check that G : Cn → Qui
Σ1
n is a well-defined functor:
Let (VI , uI,i, wI,i) denote an object in Cn and let (VI , uI,i, xI,i) denote its image under G.
(VI , uI,i, xI,i) is indeed an object in Qui
Σ1
n :
• We have the equality
xI,i ◦ uI,i = ψ(sI,i)
−1 ◦ wI,i ◦ uI,i = ψ(sI,i)
−1 ◦ (e2piisI,i − IdVI ) = sI,i
which gives us Spec(xI,i ◦ uI,i) ⊂ Σ1.
• To prove the commutativity conditions, we use the following identities in Cn:
e2piisI,j ◦ wI,i = wI,i ◦ e
2piisI∪{i},j
uI,i ◦ e
2piisI,j = e2piisI∪{i},j ◦ uI,i
e2piisI,i ◦ e2piisI,j = e2piisI,j ◦ e2piisI,i
These yield with the aid of Corollary 1.8:
⋆ sI,j ◦ wI,i = wI,i ◦ sI∪{i},j =⇒ wI,i ◦ ψ(sI∪{i},j)
−1 = ψ(sI,j)
−1 ◦ wI,i
⋆ sI,i ◦ sI,j = sI,j ◦ sI,i =⇒ ψ(sI,i)
−1 ◦ ψ(sI,j)
−1 = ψ(sI,j)
−1 ◦ ψ(sI,i)
−1
⋆ uI,i ◦ sI,j = sI∪{i},j ◦ uI,i =⇒ ψ(sI∪{i},j)
−1 ◦ uI,i = uI,i ◦ ψ(sI,j)
−1
The commutativity conditions follow now immediately.
Now, let (hI) denote a morphism from (VI , uI,i, wI,i) to (V
′
I , u
′
I,i, w
′
I,i) in Cn. To prove that
G((hI )) = (hI) is a morphism from (VI , uI,i, xI,i) to (V
′
I , u
′
I,i, x
′
I,i) in Qui
Σ1
n , we need to verify
the identities
⋆ u′I,i ◦ hI = hI∪{i} ◦ uI,i
⋆ hI ◦ xI,i = x
′
I,i ◦ hI∪{i} ⇐⇒ hI ◦ ψ(sI,i)
−1 ◦ wI,i = ψ(s
′
I,i)
−1 ◦ hI ◦ wI,i .
The first one follows directly. To prove the second equation we use the equality
e2piis
′
I,i ◦ hI = hI ◦ e
2piisI,i .
Now, Corollary 1.8 yields
s′I,i ◦ hI = hI ◦ sI,i and therefore hI ◦ ψ(sI,i)
−1 = ψ(s′I,i)
−1 ◦ hI .
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(iv) We show that Q ◦ G = IdCn : For this we need to check for an object (VI , uI,i, wI,i) in Cn
that (Q ◦ G)((VI , uI,i, wI,i)) = (VI , uI,i, wI,i). Let
G((VI , uI,i, wI,i)) =: (VI , uI,i, xI,i) where xI,i = ψ(sI,i)
−1 ◦ wI,i and
Q((VI , uI,i, xI,i)) =: (VI , uI,i, yI,i) where yI,i = ψ(xI,i ◦ uI,i) ◦ xI,i .
By part (iii) of the proof, xI,i, uI,i and sI,i fulfil the equality xI,i ◦ uI,i = sI,i. Using the
definition of xI,i, this yields
yI,i = ψ(xI,i ◦ uI,i) ◦ xI,i = ψ(sI,i) ◦ ψ(sI,i)
−1 ◦ wI,i = wI,i .
(iv) We show that G ◦ Q = IdQuiΣn : We need to verify for an object (VI , uI,i, cI,i) in Qui
Σ1
n
that (G ◦Q)((VI , uI,i, cI,i)) = (VI , uI,i, cI,i). We set
Q((VI , uI,i, cI,i)) =: (VI , uI,i, yI,i) where yI,i = ψ(cI,i ◦ uI,i) ◦ cI,i and
G((VI , uI,i, yI,i)) =: (VI , uI,i, xI,i) where xI,i = ψ(sI,i)
−1 ◦ yI,i .
We have the equality
e2pii(cI,i◦uI,i) = yI,i ◦ uI,i + IdVI = e
2piisI,i .
The eigenvalues of cI,i ◦ uI,i and sI,i are contained in Σ1. Thus, the uniqueness of sI,i
(cf. Proposition 1.7) yields cI,i ◦ uI,i = sI,i. Hence,
xI,i = ψ(sI,i)
−1 ◦ yI,i = ψ(cI,i ◦ uI,i)
−1 ◦ ψ(cI,i ◦ uI,i) ◦ cI,i = cI,i .
All in all, this shows that Q : QuiΣ1n → Cn and G : Cn → Qui
Σ1
n are inverse functors to each other
and therefore they define an isomorphism between the categories QuiΣ1n and Cn.
2 Quiver D-modules in Cn whose singular locus is a normal crossing
From now on O = OX will always denote the sheaf of analytic functions on X = Cn for a fixed
integer n ∈ N+, and D = DX denotes the sheaf of rings of linear partial differential operators with
analytic coefficients. Furthermore, we denote by z1, . . . , zn the coordinates of Cn and by ∂i = ∂∂zi
the i-th partial derivation operator for i = 1, . . . , n.
2.1 Definitions and basic properties
Let us first define objects of quiver D-modules. These are D-modules defined in a very natural
manner on the basis of certain quiver representations where we use the category Quin as starting
point. Our definition is based on the one in [KV06, Subsection 4.2] in the case of a normal crossing
hyperplane arrangement whereas we use analytic D-modules instead of algebraic ones.
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Definition 2.1 (Variant of [KV06]). Let Vn = (VI , BI∪{i},I , BI,I∪{i}) denote an object in the cate-
gory Quin. We define the associated quiver D-module EVn as the quotient of⊕
I∈P({1,...,n})
(
D ⊗C ΩI ⊗C VI
)
by the subsheaf J . The sections of J over U ⊂ Cn, open, are given by C-linear combinations of
the following elements
a∂i ⊗C ωI ⊗C vI − a⊗C ωI∪{i} ⊗C BI∪{i},I(vI) and
azi ⊗C ωI∪{i} ⊗C vI∪{i} − a⊗C ωI ⊗C BI,I∪{i}(vI∪{i})
where I 6= {1, . . . , n}, i /∈ I, a ∈ D(U), vJ ∈ VJ for J ∈ P({1, . . . , n}) and ΩJ := {c ωJ | c ∈ C} is
a 1-dimensional C-vector space generated by the element ωJ . The left D-module structure on EVn
is given by left multiplication.
ΩJ is used here to clarify to which summand of
⊕
I
(
D ⊗ ΩI ⊗ VI
)
an element belongs to. Our
next aim is to receive a functor from Quin into the category of D-modules on Cn.
Corollary 2.2. Let Vn = (VI , BI∪{i},I , BI,I∪{i}) and V ′n = (V
′
I , B
′
I∪{i},I , B
′
I,I∪{i}) denote two objects
in Quin and let
φ = (hI) : Vn → V
′
n
denote a morphism from Vn to V ′n. Then φ induces naturally a morphism
Eφ : EVn → EV
′
n.
Proof. Consider the following diagram whose rows are exact sequences:
0 J
⊕
I∈P({1,...,n})
(
D ⊗C ΩI ⊗C VI
)
EVn 0
0 J ′
⊕
I∈P({1,...,n})
(
D ⊗C ΩI ⊗C V
′
I
)
EV ′n 0
h˜
⊕
I
(IdD ⊗ IdΩI
⊗hI)	
(hI) induces naturally a D-linear map h˜ : J → J
′ which fulfils on sections over U ⊂ Cn, open,
h˜
(
a∂i ⊗ ωI ⊗ vI − a⊗ ωI∪{i} ⊗BI∪{i},I(vI)
)
=
= a∂i ⊗ ωI ⊗ hI(vI)− a⊗ ωI∪{I} ⊗ hI∪{i}(BI∪{i},I(vI)) =
= a∂i ⊗ ωI ⊗ hI(vI)− a⊗ ωI∪{I} ⊗B
′
I∪{i},I(hI(vI)) and
h˜
(
azi ⊗ ωI∪{i} ⊗ vI∪{i} − a⊗ ωI ⊗BI,I∪{i}(vI∪{i})
)
=
= azi ⊗ ωI∪{i} ⊗ hI∪{i}(vI∪{i})− a⊗ ωI ⊗ hI(BI,I∪{i}(vI∪{i})) =
= azi ⊗ ωI∪{i} ⊗ hI∪{i}(vI∪{i})− a⊗ ωI ⊗B
′
I,I∪{i}(hI∪{i}(vI∪{i})).
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This makes the square commute as indicated. In particular, it induces in a natural way a D-linear
morphism from EVn to EV
′
n.
Proposition/Definition 2.3. Let Mod(D) denote the category of D-modules on Cn. Then we
receive a covariant functor, denoted E, from the category Quin into the category of D-modules
E : Quin →Mod(D).
E associates to an object Vn in Quin the object EVn in Mod(D) from Definition 2.1, and it
associates to a morphism φ : Vn → V ′n in Quin the morphism Eφ : EVn → EV
′
n in Mod(D) from
Corollary 2.2. The category of quiver D-modules is the essential image of the functor E.
Proof. Let (hI) and (gI) denote two morphisms in Quin with compatible source and target, respec-
tively. Then E preserves the composition of morphisms, using Corollary 2.2, as
(IdD ⊗ IdΩI ⊗hI) ◦ (IdD ⊗ IdΩI ⊗gI) = (IdD ⊗ IdΩI ⊗(hI ◦ gI)) and h˜ ◦ g = h˜ ◦ g˜.
As E also preserves the identity morphism, E is indeed a functor from Quin to Mod(D).
Now, we define the category ModSrh(D) of regular singular holonomic D-modules whose singular
locus is contained in the normal crossing. However, we have to mention that this denomination is a
little bit sloppy as in fact the objects in ModSrh(D) need to fulfil a property on their characteristic
variety from which the property on the singular locus follows.
Definition 2.4. Let S := {z1 · . . . · zn = 0} denote the normal crossing in Cn. S induces naturally
a (Whitney) stratification of Cn by 2n disjoint strata XI ⊂ Cn which are defined by
XI := {zi = 0 | i ∈ I}, XI := XI \
( ⋃
J∈P({1,...,n})
XJ(XI
XJ
)
for I ∈ P({1, . . . , n}). This fulfils X∅ = Cn \ S and S =
⋃
I,dimXI<n
XI .
The category ModS
rh
(D) is then defined to be the category of regular singular holonomic D-modules
whose characteristic variety is contained in ⋃
I∈P({1,...,n})
T ∗XIC
n
where T ∗XIC
n = {(z, ξ) = (z1, . . . , zn, ξ1, . . . , ξn) ∈ T
∗Cn | z ∈ XI , ξ(v) = 0 ∀ v ∈ TXI} =
= {(z1, . . . , zn, ξ1, . . . , ξn) ∈ T
∗Cn | zi = 0⇔ i ∈ I, ξi = 0 for i /∈ I}.
We note that ⋃
I∈P({1,...,n}
T ∗XIC
n = ∆S
where ∆S := {(z1, . . . , zn, ξ1, . . . , ξn) ∈ T
∗Cn | ziξi = 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}
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which simplifies Definition 2.4. Thus, ModSrh(D) is the category of regular singular holonomic
D-modules whose characteristic variety is contained in ∆S.
Let us explain how the property on the singular locus is implied by this: Let M denote a holonomic
D-module and let Char(M ) denote its characteristic variety. The singular locus of M is defined
as the projection of Char(M ) \T ∗CnC
n onto Cn where T ∗CnC
n is the zero section of T ∗Cn. By direct
computation one sees that the projection of ∆S \ T
∗
CnC
n to Cn is equal to S =
⋃
I,dimXI<n
XI .
Thus, the singular locus of M is contained in S.
The stratification S of Cn in fact also determines the characteristic variety of the quiver D-modules
as we will see now.
Theorem 2.5. The functor E maps from the category Quin into the category ModSrh(D).
Proof. Let Vn = (VJ , BJ∪{j},J , BJ,J∪{j}) denote an object in Quin. We define the good filtration
FkEVn on EVn as the filtration induced by the exact sequence
D ⊗
(⊕
J
ΩJ ⊗ VJ
)
։ EVn → 0
using the standard filtration F rD of D . Recall that FkD is the subsheaf of D of differential operators
of order at most k ∈ Z. Set
grFk EVn := FkEVn/Fk−1EVn and gr
F
D :=
⊕
k
grFk D
∼= OCn [ξ1, . . . , ξn] .
Let P ∈ FkD(U) for U ⊂ Cn, open, and vI ∈ VI for I ∈ P({1, . . . , n}). We denote by [P ⊗ωI ⊗ vI ]
the image of P ⊗ ωI ⊗ vI ∈ FkD(U)⊗ΩI ⊗ VI in FkEVn. Furthermore, let σk[P ⊗ ωI ⊗ vI ] be the
image of [P ⊗ωI ⊗ vI ] in gr
F
k EVn. We will prove that ziξi annihilates gr
F
k EVn for every k ∈ Z and
every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We need to distinguish two cases:
If i /∈ I, then
ziξi · σk[P ⊗ ωI ⊗ vI ] = σk+1[Pzi∂i ⊗ ωI ⊗ vI ] = σk+1[P ⊗ ωI ⊗BI,I∪{i}BI∪{i},I(vI)] = 0.
If i ∈ I, then
ziξi · σk[P ⊗ ωI ⊗ vI ] = σk+1[P∂izi ⊗ ωI ⊗ vI ] = σk+1[P ⊗ ωI ⊗BI,I\{i}BI\{i},I(vI)] = 0.
In both cases ziξi is an annihilator. Thus, the characteristic variety of EVn is contained in ∆S .
This also shows us that the dimension of the characteristic variety of EVn is at most n = dimCX
and therefore EVn is holonomic. As well, we see that EVn is a regular holonomic D-module using
the fact that (ziξi)
1 is an annihilator of grF EVn = ⊕k gr
F
k EVn (cf. [Kas03, Definition 5.2]).
We not that in [KV06] a similar but slightly different proof of the holonomicity and the statement
on the characteristic variety is given.
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2.2 An equivalence with regular singular D-modules in Cn whose singular locus is a
normal crossing
Let us clarify some notational facts: Let ι : U →֒ X denote the inclusion for an open subset U of
Cn. Then ΓU is the functor which maps sheaves on Cn to sheaves on Cn defined by
ΓU := ι∗ι
−1.
Moreover, let
Cn =
n∏
i=1
Ci and Wi := Ci \ R+0 .
And for I ∈ P({1, . . . , n}) set
ΛI :=
∑
k∈I
ΓCk×
∏n
i=1
i6=k
Wi
O and OI :=
Γ∏n
i=1
Wi
O
ΛI
.
Note that (Γ∏n
i=1
Wi
O)0 and ΛI,0 are unitary, commutative rings w. r. t. addition and multiplication
of functions. And OI,0 is an abelian additive group and a unitary left D0-module. But OI,0 is not
a ring, as in general the multiplication of functions is not well-defined.
The following theorem of A. Galligo, M. Granger and Ph. Maisonobe will be important for our
computations:
Theorem 2.6 ([GGM85a], [GGM85b]). The contravariant functor A from ModS
rh
(D) to Cn
A : ModSrh(D) −→ Cn
M 7−→ HomDX,0(M0,OI,0)
canI,i
//
HomDX,0(M0,OI,0)varI,i
oo
establishes an equivalence of categories. canI,i is the canonical map or quotient map which sends
solutions with values in OI,0 to solutions with values in OI∪{i},0. varI,i is the variation around
zi = 0, i. e. we have
varI,i(F ) =MiF − F for F ∈ HomDX,0(M0,OI∪{i},0)
where MiF is the class of a representative of F after analytic continuation around the axis zi = 0.
A D-linear morphism φ : M → N in ModS
rh
(D) is mapped under A to the morphism(
HomDX,0(φ0,OI,0)
)
in Cn
where HomDX,0(φ0,OI,0) : HomDX,0(N0,OI,0)→ HomDX,0(M0,OI,0) is given by g 7→ g ◦ φ0.
In their paper [GGM85a], Galligo, Granger and Maisonobe prove that the category of perverse
sheaves in Cn with respect to the normal crossing stratification Ξ is equivalent to the category of
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quiver representations Cn. They establish a functor
α : PervΞ(Cn)→ Cn.
Composing the functor α with the solution functor Sol one receives an equivalence of the categories
ModSrh(D) and Cn whereby the functor A is naturally isomorphic to α ◦ Sol [GGM85b].
Now, we are ready to state and prove the Main theorem:
Theorem 2.7. The functors A ◦E and Q◦D are naturally isomorphic, i. e. the following diagram
commutes up to a natural isomorphism
ModS
rh
(D) Cn
QuiΣ1n Qui
Σ1
n .
A ∼= α ◦ Sol
E
D
Q
In particular, E : QuiΣ1n →Mod
S
rh
(D) is an equivalence of categories with quasi-inverse D ◦ G ◦A ,
and E ◦D ◦ G is a quasi-inverse of A .
Furthermore, E is essentially surjective. This means the category of quiver D-modules is exactly the
category ModS
rh
(D), and every D-module in ModS
rh
(D) is in fact isomorphic to a quiver D-module
as given in Definition 2.1.
In [KV06, Proposition 4.4] an equivalence of categories of quiver D-modules in the case of a cen-
tral arrangement of hyperplanes is also stated. But the essential image of the equivalence is not
completely clarified. As domain they use a full subcategory of the category of representations over
the quiver corresponding to the arrangement. This subcategory is defined by restricting the eigen-
values of several maps involved in the quiver representation. In the case of a normal crossing, this
restriction is much more rigid than our restriction from Quin to Qui
Σ1
n . This is a strong evidence
that the essential image of their equivalence in our setting is not ModSh (D) or Mod
S
rh(D).
The main parts of the proof of Theorem 2.7 are accomplished in Proposition 2.10 and Proposi-
tion 2.12. Before applying the functor A to our quiver D-modules we state some properties of OI,0
in Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 2.9 to simplify the arguments later.
Lemma 2.8. For I ∈ P({1, . . . , n}) let OI as above. Then,
(i) zj acts bijective on OI,0 if and only if j /∈ I.
(ii) ∂j acts bijective on OI,0 if and only if j ∈ I.
Proof. Let j ∈ P({1, . . . , n}).
(i) For k = 1, . . . , n we use Zk as dummy for Ck orWk. The inverse of zj fulfils that 1zj ∈ (Γ
∏n
i=1
Zi
O)0
if and only if Zj = Wj. Thus zj acts bijective on (Γ∏n
i=1
Zi
O)0 if and only if Zj = Wj .
As ΛI,0 = (
∑
k∈I ΓCk×
∏n
i=1,i6=k
Wi
O)0, we immediately see that zj acts bijective on OI,0 ∼=
(Γ∏n
i=1
Wi
O)0
ΛI,0
if and only if j /∈ I.
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(ii) Let f(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ (Γ∏n
i=1
Wi
O)0. As
∏n
i=1Wi is simply connected there exists a function
F (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ (Γ∏n
i=1
Wi
O)0 such that ∂jF = f . The other primitives of f w. r. t. ∂j are
given by F (z1, . . . , zn) + C(z1, . . . , zj−1, zj+1, . . . , zn), where C ∈ (ΓCj×
∏n
i=1,i6=j
Wi
O)0 as C
does not depend on zj . Clearly, j ∈ I if and only if for any such C it follows that C ∈ ΛI,0.
Now, we see that functions in OI,0 have a uniquely defined primitive w. r. t. ∂j if and only if
j ∈ I (constants etc. move into the denominator of OI,0).
Lemma 2.9. For every r ∈ {1, . . . , n} fix a branch of the logarithm on Cr \R≥0. Let M ∈ N+ and
let A denote a M ×M -matrix with values in C. We set
zAr := exp(A · ln(zr)).
zAr is considered as a matrix with entries in (Γ∏n
i=1
Wi
O)0 and all entries of zAr are invertible w. r. t.
multiplication of functions in (Γ∏n
i=1
Wi
O)0 and (ΓCt×
∏n
i=1,i6=t
Wi
O)0 for t 6= r. Then:
(i) The matrix zAr is invertible in (Γ
∏n
i=1
Wi
O)0 and (ΓCt×
∏n
i=1,i6=t
Wi
O)0 for t 6= r.
(ii) Let I = {m1, . . . ,m|I|} ∈ P({1, . . . , n}) and {l1, . . . , ln−|I|} = {1, . . . , n} \ I. Assume we are
given pairwise commuting M ×M -matrices Am1 , . . . , Am|I| , Al1 , . . . , Aln−|I| with values in C,
and the eigenvalues of Am1 , . . . , Am|I| lie in Σ. Let λ = (λ1, . . . , λM )
T ∈ CM and
F˜ := z
Al1
l1
· . . . · z
Aln−|I|
ln−|I|
· z
Am1
m1 · . . . · z
Am|I|
m|I| .
Then: ∂−1m1 . . . ∂
−1
m|I|
F˜ · λ ∈ (ΛI,0)
M ⇐⇒ λ = (0, . . . , 0)T
Proof. (i) This becomes clear by passing to the Jordan normal form J of A. Let µ1, . . . , µq ∈ C
denote the eigenvalues of A. Then,
det(exp(A · ln(zr))) = det(exp(J · ln(zr))) =
q∏
i=1
(zµir )
pi 6= 0
where p1, . . . , pq ∈ N+. This yields the invertibility of exp(A · ln(zr)).
(ii) We prove “⇒”. For simplicity let I = {1, . . . , |I|}. By part (i), the claim is equivalent to
∂−11 z
A1
1 · . . . · ∂
−1
|I| z
A|I|
|I| ·
(
λ1
...
λM
)
∈ (ΛI,0)
M .
This means, for l = 1, . . . , |I|, we find fl(z1, . . . , zn) ∈
(
(ΓCl×
∏n
i=1,i6=l
Wi
O)0
)M
such that
∂−11 z
A1
1 · . . . · ∂
−1
|I| z
A|I|
|I| ·
(
λ1
...
λM
)
=
|I|∑
l=1
fl(z1, . . . , zn).
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Let us apply var|I| ◦ · · · ◦ var1 to both sides of the equation where varl was given by Ml − Id:
• Let us treat the (LHS): We receive
(var|I| ◦ . . . ◦ var1)(LHS) = var1(∂
−1
1 z
A1
1 ) · . . . · var|I|(∂
−1
|I| z
A|I|
|I| ) ·
(
λ1
...
λM
)
.
Let us prove that varl(∂
−1
l z
Al
l ) is invertible in (Γ
∏n
i=1
Wi
O)0: We may pass to a single
Jordan block Ja with eigenvalue a ∈ Σ for our arguments. First, let a 6= −1. Then
varl
(
∂−1l exp(Ja ln(zl))
)
= (Ja + Id)
−1 · exp((Ja + Id) ln(zl)) ·
(
e2pii(Ja+Id) − Id
)
.
Using part (i) and Spec(Ja + Id) ⊂ C \ Z, this is an invertible matrix in (Γ∏n
i=1
Wi
O)0.
Now, let a = −1. The matrix ∂−1l exp(J−1 ln(zl)) is (up to a matrix which is indepen-
dent of zl) an upper-triangular matrix with ln(zl) on the diagonal. Hence, the matrix
varl
(
∂−1l exp(J−1 ln(zl))
)
is an upper-triangular matrix with 2πi as diagonal entry, and
therefore it is invertible in (Γ∏n
i=1
Wi
O)0.
• Now, consider the (RHS): Using M1f1 = f1 and M1
(∑|I|
l=1 fl
)
= M1f1 +M1
(∑|I|
l=2 fl
)
,
we receive
(var|I| ◦ . . . ◦ var1)(RHS) = (var|I| ◦ . . . ◦ var2)
(
M1
( |I|∑
l=1
fl
)
−
|I|∑
l=1
fl
)
=
= (var|I| ◦ . . . ◦ var2)
(
M1
( |I|∑
l=2
fl
)
−
|I|∑
l=2
fl
)
= (var|I| ◦ . . . ◦ var1)(
|I|∑
l=2
fl).
As the variations commute on the left hand side (LHS), we receive furthermore
(var|I| ◦ . . . ◦ var1)
( |I|∑
l=2
fl
)
= (var|I| ◦ . . . ◦ var3 ◦ var1 ◦ var2)
( |I|∑
l=2
fl
)
=
= (var|I| ◦ . . . ◦ var3 ◦ var1 ◦ var2)
( |I|∑
l=3
fl
)
.
Continuing this process, it yields (var|I| ◦ . . . ◦ var1)(RHS) = (0, . . . , 0)
T .
This leads to the equality
var1(∂
−1
1 z
A1
1 ) · . . . · var|I|(∂
−1
|I| z
A|I|
|I| ) ·
(
λ1
...
λM
)
=
(
0
...
0
)
.
The invertibility of all the matrices varl(∂
−1
l z
Al
l ) gives λ1 = . . . = λM = 0 as claimed.
Now, let us consider how the quiver representation looks like after applyingA to a quiver D-module.
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Proposition 2.10. Let Vn = (VI , BI∪{i},I , BI,I∪{i}) denote an object in QuiΣ1n with EVn as cor-
responding quiver D-module. Then, for every I ∈ P({1, . . . , n}), we are given a canonical isomor-
phism
a : V ∗I
∼=
−→ HomDX,0((EVn)0,OI,0) .
Proof. We abbreviate V = Vn. The proof of this lemma will be carried out in several steps:
(i) We are given the following natural isomorphism:
HomD0((EV)0,OI,0) =
{
φ ∈ HomD0
(⊕
J
(D0 ⊗ ΩJ ⊗ VJ),OI,0
) ∣∣∣
φ(∂j ⊗ ωJ ⊗ vJ − 1⊗ ωJ∪{j} ⊗BJ∪{j},J(vJ)) = 0,
φ(zj ⊗ ωJ∪{j} ⊗ vJ∪{j} − 1⊗ ωJ ⊗BJ,J∪{j}(vJ∪{j})) = 0 for J 6= {1, . . . , n}, j /∈ J
}
∼=
∼=
{⊕
J
φJ ∈
⊕
J
HomC (VJ ,OI,0)
∣∣∣ ∂j · φJ(vJ)− φJ∪{j}(BJ∪{j},J(vJ )) = 0,
zj · φ
J∪{j}(vJ∪{j})− φ
J(BJ,J∪{j}(vJ∪{j})) = 0 for J 6= {1, . . . , n}, j /∈ J
}
.
(ii) Consider the following system of equations from step (i)
∂j · φ
J − φJ∪{j} ◦BJ∪{j},J = 0
zj · φ
J∪{j} − φJ ◦BJ,J∪{j} = 0
(⋆˜)
where φJ ∈ HomC (VJ ,OI,0) and J 6= {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ J . We use the fol-
lowing algorithm (ALG) to express step by step every φK uniquely in terms of φI for
K ∈ P({1, . . . , n}) \ I:
We can express K ∪ I as the union of the three disjoint sets K1 := K ∩ I, K2 := K \K1,
K3 := I \ K1. Then K2 6= ∅ or K3 6= ∅, as K 6= I. Lemma 2.8 yields that zl, ∂m act
bijective on OI,0 for l ∈ K2 and m ∈ K3.
1. Step: If K2 = ∅, skip this step. Otherwise we have for l1 ∈ K2:
zl1 · φ
K − φK\{l1} ◦BK\{l1},K = 0 ⇐⇒ φ
K =
1
zl1
·
(
φK\{l1} ◦BK\{l1},K
)
For l2 ∈ K2 \ {l1} use the equation
zl2 · φ
K\{l1} − φK\{l1,l2} ◦BK\{l1,l2},K\{l1} = 0
to express φK in terms of φK\{l1,l2}. Continue until φK is expressed in terms of φK1 .
2. Step: If K3 = ∅, we already expressed φK in terms of φI . Otherwise we have for
m1 ∈ K3:
∂m1 · φ
K1 − φK1∪{m1} ◦BK1∪{m1},K1 = 0 ⇐⇒ φ
K1 = ∂−1m1 ·
(
φK1∪{m1} ◦BK1∪{m1},K1
)
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For m2 ∈ K3 \ {m1} use the equation
∂m2 · φ
K1∪{m1} − φK1∪{m1,m2} ◦BK1∪{m1,m2},K1∪{m1} = 0
to express φK1 in terms of φK1∪{m1,m2}. Continue until φK1 – and therefore φK – is
expressed in terms of φI .
The order in which we solve for φI in (ALG) does not influence the result. This is ensured
by the commutativity conditions on the maps B r, r and the fact that zl, ∂m commute for
l /∈ I, m ∈ I. Therefore every φK can be uniquely expressed in terms of φI .
So clearly (⋆˜) implies that φI ∈ HomC (VI ,OI,0) fulfils the system
zl∂l · φ
I − φI ◦ (BI,I∪{l}BI∪{l},I) = 0
zm∂m · φ
I − φI ◦ (BI,I\{m}BI\{m},I − Id) = 0
(⋆)
of n equations where l /∈ I, m ∈ I. On the other hand (⋆˜) is likewise implied by (⋆) using
(ALG) as definition of φK for all K ∈ P({1, . . . , n}) \ I. This shows us that in fact
HomD0((EV)0,OI,0)
∼=
{
φI ∈ HomC (VI ,OI,0)
∣∣∣ zl∂l · φI(vI)− φI(BI,I∪{l}BI∪{l},I(vI)) = 0,
zm∂m · φ
I(vI)− φ
I((BI,I\{m}BI\{m},I − Id)(vI)) = 0for l ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ I, m ∈ I
}
. (1)
(iii) The dimension of HomD0((EV)0,OI,0)) over C is finite (see [GGM85b]). We use the following
proposition of [GGM85b] to give an upper bound hereof:
Let z∗I = (z1, . . . , zn, ξ1, . . . , ξn) ∈ T
∗Cn verifying ziξi = 0 for all i, and
zi = 0⇔ i ∈ I and ξi 6= 0⇔ i ∈ I. Then dimCHomD0((EV)0,OI,0) = multz∗I EV.
We use the definition of multiplicity as given in [GM93, Chapter V]. Supplementary, we use
[Ser75, Subsection II.B)4]. As the definition becomes clear during the following computations,
we do not repeat it here.
We use the good filtration on EV from the proof of Theorem 2.5. Its sections over U ⊂ Cn,
open, are given by
FkEV(U) =
FkD(U)⊗
(⊕
J ΩJ ⊗ VJ
)
(
FkD(U)⊗ (
⊕
J ΩJ ⊗ VJ)
)
∩ J (U)
for k ∈ N0, and for k ∈ Z \ N0 we have FkEV = 0. As before let
grFk EV = FkEV/Fk−1EV and gr
F EV =
⊕
k∈N0
grFk EV.
Let k ∈ N0. Fix a point z˜∗I = (z˜1, . . . , z˜n, ξ˜1, . . . , ξ˜n) =: (z˜I , ξ˜I) where z˜i = 0 ⇔ i ∈ I and
ξ˜i 6= 0⇔ i ∈ I. Consider the stalk of gr
F EV at z˜I . Set
M := (grF EV)z˜I .
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zi is an invertible element in FkDz˜I iff i /∈ I. So let i /∈ I and K ∈ P({1, . . . , n} \ {i}). We
denote by [P ⊗ωK∪{i}⊗ vK∪{i}] the image of P ⊗ωK∪{i}⊗ vK∪{i} ∈ FkDz˜I ⊗ΩK∪{i}⊗VK∪{i}
in (FkEV)z˜I . We have the following identity in (FkEV)z˜I :
[P ⊗ ωK∪{i} ⊗ vK∪{i}] = [z
−1
i P ⊗ ωK ⊗BK,K∪{i}(vK∪{i})]
This allows us to “eliminate” all summands [FkDz˜I ⊗ ΩJ ⊗ VJ ] in (FkEV)z˜I with J \ I 6= ∅.
Hence, we may assume that
(FkEV)z˜I =
FkDz˜I ⊗
(⊕
J⊆I ΩJ ⊗ VJ
)(
FkDz˜I ⊗ (
⊕
J⊆I ΩJ ⊗ VJ)
)
∩ Jz˜I
or EV =
D ⊗
(⊕
J⊆I ΩJ ⊗ VJ
)(
D ⊗ (
⊕
J⊆I ΩJ ⊗ VJ)
)
∩ J
.
We have grF Dz˜I
∼= Oz˜I [ξ1, . . . , ξn] and M is a finitely generated Oz˜I [ξ1, . . . , ξn]-module. We
denote by Max the maximal ideal of the local ring Oz˜I . Let
Qξ˜I :=Max+ (ξ1 − ξ˜1, . . . , ξn − ξ˜n).
This defines a maximal ideal in Oz˜I [ξ1, . . . , ξn]. Thus, M/Qξ˜IM
is a finitely generated
Oz˜I [ξ1, . . . , ξn]/Qξ˜I
-vector space. Therefore, there exists a polynomial PM,Qξ˜I
(N), called
Hilbert-Samuel polynomial, and an integer N0 ∈ N such that
PM,Qξ˜I
(N) = length(M/QN
ξ˜I
M) for all N ≥ N0.
The highest degree term of P has the form
e
d!
Nd where e ∈ N, d ∈ N and by definition
e = multz˜∗
I
EV.
Applying [Ser75, Proposition 11a) in Subsection II.B)4], we receive
PM,Qξ˜I
(N) = PT−1M,T−1Qξ˜I
(N) for T := Oz˜I [ξ1, . . . , ξn] \Qξ˜I .
So we need to consider the localisation of M at T :
T−1M =
⊕
k∈N0
T−1(grFk EV)z˜I
Let [P ⊗ ωK ⊗ vK ] denote the image of P ⊗ ωK ⊗ vK ∈ FkDz˜I ⊗ ΩK ⊗ VK in (gr
F
k EV)z˜I for
K $ I. For every i ∈ I \K we have the following identity in (grFk+1EV)z˜I :
ξi · [P ⊗ ωK ⊗ vK ] = [P ⊗ ωK∪{i} ⊗BK∪{i},K(vK)] = 0
Consider this identity in T−1M : The map ξi · _: T
−1(grFk EV)z˜I → T
−1(grFk+1EV)z˜I is
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bijective for i ∈ I, as ξ˜i 6= 0 for i ∈ I. Therefore,
[P⊗ωK⊗vK ]
1 = 0 and we may assume that
T−1(FkEV)z˜I =
T−1FkDz˜I ⊗ ΩI ⊗ VI(
T−1FkDz˜I ⊗ ΩI ⊗ VI
)
∩ T−1Jz˜I
.
Using [Ser75, Proposition 11a)] the other way round, we may assume that
(FkEV)z˜I =
FkDz˜I ⊗ΩI ⊗ VI(
FkDz˜I ⊗ ΩI ⊗ VI
)
∩ Jz˜I
or EV =
D ⊗ ΩI ⊗ VI(
D ⊗ ΩI ⊗ VI
)
∩ J
.
For simplicity let I = {1, . . . , |I|} for the moment. Set nI := dimC(VI). Consider the following
exact sequence of holonomic D-modules
0 −→ ker(π) −֒→ N˜
pi
−։ EV −→ 0
where N˜ := D ⊗ VI/
(
z1 ⊗ VI , . . . , z|I| ⊗ VI , ∂|I|+1 ⊗ VI , . . . , ∂n ⊗ VI
) ∼=
∼=
⊕
nI -times
D/(z1, . . . , z|I|, ∂|I|+1, . . . , ∂n) =:
⊕
nI -times
N .
This sequence yields multz˜∗
I
EV ≤ multz˜∗
I
N˜ . Furthermore, multz˜∗
I
N˜ = nI · multz˜∗
I
N . So
let us compute multz˜∗
I
N where z˜∗I = (0, . . . , 0, z˜|I|+1, . . . , z˜n, ξ˜1, . . . , ξ˜|I|, 0, . . . , 0) =: (z˜I , ξ˜I)
with z˜|I|+1, . . . , z˜n, ξ˜1, . . . , ξ˜|I| 6= 0:
We use the good filtration F rN on N which is induced by the standard filtration F rD of D .
So, we consider (grF N )z˜I
∼= C{z|I|+1 − z˜|I|+1, . . . , zn − z˜n}[ξ1, . . . , ξ|I|] as a module over
(grF D)z˜I
∼= C{z1, . . . , z|I|, z|I|+1 − z˜|I|+1, . . . , zn − z˜n}[ξ1, . . . , ξn]. Let Max be the maximal
ideal of C{z1, . . . , z|I|, z|I|+1 − z˜|I|+1, . . . , zn − z˜n}. We need to compute the multiplicity of
(grF N )z˜I with respect to the maximal ideal Max+ (ξ1 − ξ˜1, . . . , ξ|I| − ξ˜|I|, ξ|I|+1, . . . , ξn) of
(grF D)z˜I . A shift of coordinates gives us that we equivalently have to treat
C{z|I|+1, . . . , zn}[ξ1, . . . , ξ|I|] as a module over C{z1, . . . , zn}[ξ1, . . . , ξn],
and compute its multiplicity with respect to the maximal ideal
Q := (z1, . . . , zn, ξ1 − ξ˜1, . . . , ξ|I| − ξ˜|I|, ξ|I|+1, . . . , ξn).
So we have to compute
length
(
C{z|I|+1, . . . , zn}[ξ1, . . . , ξ|I|]
(z|I|+1, . . . , zn, ξ1 − ξ˜1, . . . , ξ|I| − ξ˜|I|)N · C{z|I|+1, . . . , zn}[ξ1, . . . , ξ|I|]
)
.
But this is the number of monomials of degree less than N in C{z|I|+1, . . . , zn}[ξ1, . . . , ξ|I|]
which is equal to
(N−1+n
N−1
)
. This shows us that multz˜∗
I
N = 1 and multz˜∗
I
EV ≤ nI .
(iv) Now, we construct the canonical isomorphism ηI from V
∗
I into (1). For this purpose let
α ∈ V ∗I . We define ηI(α) as follows:
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Let {m1, . . . ,m|I|} = I, {l1, . . . , ln−|I|} = {1, . . . , n} \ I. For a moment fix a basis of VI and
denote it by vI,1, . . . , vI,nI . In abuse of notation we denote the matrices corresponding to the
maps α, BI,I∪{l} := BI,I∪{l}BI∪{l},I and BI,I\{m} := BI,I\{m}BI\{m},I w. r. t. this basis by the
same symbols. We set
F := z
BI,I∪{l1}
l1
· . . . · z
BI,I∪{ln−|I|}
ln−|I|
· z
BI,I\{m1}−Id
m1 · . . . · z
BI,I\{m|I|}
−Id
m|I| and
ηI(α) := α ·F .
One verifies directly that ηI(α) is indeed an element in (1) by plugging it into (⋆).
We need to verify that this construction of ηI is independent of the choice of basis of VI . So,
let v˜I,1, . . . , v˜I,nI denote another basis of VI . Let B˜I,I∪{l}, B˜I,I\{m} and α˜ denote the matrices
corresponding to the linear maps BI,I∪{l}, BI,I\{m} and α w. r. t. this new basis. Let R denote
the matrix of the change of coordinates from {vI,1, . . . , vI,nI} to {v˜I,1, . . . , v˜I,nI}. Let vI ∈ VI .
We denote by vI in abuse of notation the vector w. r. t. the basis {vI,1, . . . , vI,nI} and by v˜I
the vector w. r. t. the basis {v˜I,1, . . . , v˜I,nI}. We receive
ηI(α)(vI) = α · z
BI,I∪{l1}
l1
· . . . · z
BI,I∪{ln−|I|}
ln−|I|
· z
BI,I\{m1}−Id
m1 · . . . · z
BI,I\{m|I|}
−Id
m|I| · vI =
= α˜RR−1z
B˜I,I∪{l1}
l1
R . . . R−1z
B˜I,I∪{ln−|I|}
ln−|I|
z
B˜I,I\{m1}−Id
m1 R . . . R
−1z
B˜I,I\{m|I|}
−Id
m|I| RR
−1v˜I =
= ηI(α˜)(v˜I).
Hence, our construction is independent of the choice of basis of VI .
Now, we want to check that ηI is injective. So assume that ηI(α) is the zero mapping. As
∂m acts bijective on OI,0 for m ∈ I (see Lemma 2.8), this is equivalent to
∂−1m1 . . . ∂
−1
m|I|
z
BT
I,I∪{l1}
l1
· . . . · z
BT
I,I∪{ln−|I|}
ln−|I|
· z
BT
I,I\{m1}
−Id
m1 · . . . · z
BT
I,I\{m|I|}
−Id
m|I| · α
T =
(
0
...
0
)
.
The eigenvalues of BTI,I\{m} − Id are contained in Σ for m ∈ I, as V is an object in Qui
Σ1
n .
Using Lemma 2.9, we receive α ≡ 0 and ηI is injective.
As dimCHomD0((EV)0,OI,0) ≤ nI by part (iv), we immediately receive the bijectivity of ηI
as claimed.
Composing the isomorphism from part (i) with (ALG), we receive a natural isomorphism from (1)
into HomD0((EV)0,OI,0). Composing this with the isomorphism ηI from V
∗
I into (1), this gives us
the canonical isomorphism
a : V ∗I
∼=
−→ HomD0((EV)0,OI,0).
The following statement on the matrix polynomial will be used in the proof of Proposition 2.12.
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Corollary 2.11. Let A denote a square matrix with entries in C and let i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We fix a
branch of the logarithm defined on Ci \R+0 and let z
A
i = exp(A · ln(zi)) as before. Set
ϕA(zi) :=
∞∑
k=0
Ak
(k + 1)!
· ln(zi)
k+1 and ψ(A) :=
∞∑
k=1
(2πi)k
k!
Ak−1.
Then
MiϕA(zi)− ϕA(zi) = ψ(A) · z
A
i .
Proof. We have
MiϕA(zi) =
∞∑
k=0
Ak
(k + 1)!
· (ln(zi) + 2πi)
k+1.
Furthermore direct computation yields
A · (MiϕA(zi)− ϕA(zi)) = (MiϕA(zi)− ϕA(zi)) · A = ψ(A) · z
A
i ·A = A · ψ(A) · z
A
i .
We may assume for our arguments that A = Ja where Ja is a single Jordan block with eigenvalue
a ∈ C. If a 6= 0, our claim follows directly. So assume a = 0. The above equation shows us however
that MiϕA(zi)−ϕA(zi) and ψ(A) · z
A
i coincide up to a possible difference in the entry in the upper-
left corner. The entry of MiϕA(zi)− ϕA(zi) in the upper-left corner is ln(zi) + 2πi− ln(zi) = 2πi.
The first column of zAi is (1, 0, . . . , 0)
T and the entry in the upper-left corner of ψ(A) is 2πi. Hence,
the entry in the upper-left corner of ψ(A) · zAi is 2πi as well which proves the claim.
In the following we prove that the quiver representation one receives after applying A to a quiver
D-module is determined in a simple manner by the starting quiver representation. To do so, we
“extend” the canonical isomorphism a from Proposition 2.10 to the whole quiver representation.
Proposition 2.12. Let Vn = (VI , BI∪{i},I , BI,I∪{i}) be an object in QuiΣ1n and EVn the corre-
sponding quiver D-module. The image of EVn under the functor A is canonically isomorphic to
V ∗I V
∗
I∪{i}
uI,i
wI,i
where
uI,i = B
∗
I,I∪{i} and wI,i = B
∗
I∪{i},I ◦
∞∑
k=1
(2πi)k
k!
(B∗I,I∪{i} ◦B
∗
I∪{i},I)
k−1.
Proof. Let nI = dimC VI as before. Set BK,L := BK,L ◦BL,K if K,L ∈ P({1, . . . , n}) are adjacent,
i. e. K = L ∪ {l} or L = K ∪ {k}. The image of (VI , BI∪{i},I , BI,I∪{i}) under A ◦E is given by
(HomD0((EVn)0,OI,0), canI,i, varI,i).
First, we reperform the first steps of the proof of Proposition 2.10. Then we compute can and var.
(i) First, note that the natural isomorphism we gave for HomD0((EVn)0,OI,0) in part (i) of the
proof of Proposition 2.10 is compatible with the canonical map and the variation. Therefore,
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it extends to the entire object (HomD0((EVn)0,OI,0), canI,i, varI,i). We receive:
HomD0((EVn)0,OI,0)
canI,i
//
HomD0((EVn)0,OI∪{i},0)varI,i
oo
∼={⊕
J
φJI ∈
⊕
J
HomC (VJ ,OI,0)
∣∣∣ ∂j · φJI (vJ )− φJ∪{j}I (BJ∪{j},J(vJ)) = 0,
zj · φ
J∪{j}
I (vJ∪{j})− φ
J
I (BJ,J∪{j}(vJ∪{j})) = 0 for J 6= {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ J
}
⊕
J
canJI,i
−
→
−
→ ⊕
J
varJI,i{⊕
J
φJI∪{i} ∈
⊕
J
HomC
(
VJ ,OI∪{i},0
) ∣∣∣ ∂j · φJI∪{i}(vJ )− φJ∪{j}I∪{i} (BJ∪{j},J(vJ)) = 0,
zj · φ
J∪{j}
I∪{i} (vJ∪{j})− φ
J
I∪{i}(BJ,J∪{j}(vJ∪{j})) = 0 for J 6= {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ J
}
(ii) Let us fix I ∈ P({1, . . . , n})\{1, . . . , n}, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}\ I temporarily. We may consider only
the behaviour under the canonical map and the variation of the two pairs φII
φ
I∪{i}
I
↔
↔
φII∪{i}
φ
I∪{i}
I∪{i}
 .
For any K ∈ P({1, . . . , n}), φKI ↔ φ
K
I∪{i} will follow their behaviour under these two maps.
This can be seen by adapting (ALG) in the following way: We only use equations of (⋆˜)
which involve zj for j /∈ I ∪ {i}, or ∂k for k ∈ I. That way we express φ
K
I in terms of φ
I
I if
i /∈ K, or in terms of φ
I∪{i}
I if i ∈ K. This expression is unique with the same arguments as
for (ALG). One observes that φKI , φ
K
I∪{i} are build up from φ
I
I , φ
I
I∪{i} if i /∈ K (from φ
I∪{i}
I ,
φ
I∪{i}
I∪{i} if i ∈ K) in a completely identical manner. This ensures that they behave in the same
way under the canonical map and the variation.
(iii) Using the isomorphisms ηI and ηI∪{i} from part (iv) of the proof of Proposition 2.10, we can
uniquely identify φII and φ
I∪{i}
I∪{i} with elements of V
∗
I and V
∗
I∪{i}, respectively. After a choice
of basis of VI and VI∪{i}, we may write for some αI ∈ V
∗
I and αI∪{i} ∈ V
∗
I∪{i} (we omit set
braces for singletons in the following)
φII = ηI(αI) = αI ·FI φ
I
I∪i = ∂
−1
i · φ
I∪i
I∪i ·BI∪i,I
φI∪iI = z
−1
i · φ
I
I ·BI,I∪i φ
I∪i
I∪i = ηI∪i(αI∪i) = αI∪i ·FI∪i
FI = z
BI,I∪i
i · z
BI,I∪l2
l2
· . . . · z
BI,I∪ln−|I|
ln−|I|
· z
BI,I\m1−Id
m1 · . . . · z
BI,I\m|I|
−Id
m|I|
FI∪i = z
BI∪i,I∪{i,l2}
l2
· . . . · z
BI∪i,I∪{i,ln−|I|}
ln−|I|
· z
BI∪i,I−Id
i · z
BI∪i,{I∪i}\m1−Id
m1 · . . . · z
BI∪i,{I∪i}\m|I|
−Id
m|I|
where {i, l2, . . . , ln−|I|} = {1, . . . , n} \ I, {m1, . . . ,m|I|} = I. This description of φ
r
r is inde-
pendent of the choice of basis as we showed in part (iv) of the proof of Proposition 2.10.
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Let us give some helpful identities for the computations. We have for i, l /∈ I, l 6= i, m ∈ I:
BI,I∪i · BI∪i,{I∪i}\m = BI,I\m · BI,I∪i BI∪i,I · BI,I∪l = BI∪i,I∪{i,l} ·BI∪i,I
BI,I∪i · BI∪i,I∪{i,l} = BI,I∪l · BI,I∪i BI∪i,I · BI,I\m = BI∪i,{I∪i}\m ·BI∪i,I
(iv) We claimed that the canonical map from
(
φII
φI∪iI
)
to
(
φII∪i
φI∪iI∪i
)
is given by B∗I,I∪i. This means
we have to check that the assignment
αI 7→ αI∪i := αI ·BI,I∪i
describes the canonical map. This follows by direct computations:
ηI∪i(αI ·BI,I∪i) = αI ·BI,I∪i ·FI∪i = z
−1
i · αI ·FI · BI,I∪i = z
−1
i · φ
I
I ·BI,I∪i = φ
I∪i
I
and therefore
∂−1i · ηI∪i(αI ·BI,I∪i) · BI∪i,I = ∂
−1
i z
−1
i · αI ·FI · BI,I∪i · BI∪i,I = αI ·FI = φ
I
I
With the same arguments as before, one can show that the description of the canonical map
is independent of the choice of basis.
(v) We are left with the computation of the variation Miφ
I
I∪i − φ
I
I∪i and Miφ
I∪i
I∪i − φ
I∪i
I∪i. In
particular, we need to check that the assignment
αI∪i 7→ αI := αI∪i ·
( ∞∑
k=1
(2πi)k
k!
(BI∪i,IBI,I∪{i})
k−1
)
·BI∪i,I = αI∪i · ψ(BI∪i,I)·BI∪i,I︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:ΘI,i
describes the variation. For φI∪iI∪i the correctness follows by direct computation:
Miφ
I∪i
I∪i − φ
I∪i
I∪i = αI∪i · (e
2piiBI∪i,I − Id) ·FI∪i = αI∪i ·ΘI,i ·BI,I∪i ·FI∪i =
= z−1i · αI∪i ·ΘI,i ·FI · BI,I∪i = z
−1
i · ηI(αI∪i ·ΘI,i) ·BI,I∪i
Now, let us compute Miφ
I
I∪i − φ
I
I∪i: We use the identity FI∪i · BI∪i,I = z
−1
i · BI∪i,I ·FI to
rearrange φII∪i. We receive
φII∪i = αI∪iBI∪i,I ·
(
∂−1i z
−1
i z
BI,I∪i
i
)
·z
BI,I∪l2
l2
· . . . · z
BI,I∪ln−|I|
ln−|I|
· z
BI,I\m1−Id
m1 · . . . · z
BI,I\m|I|
−Id
m|I|
where ∂−1i z
−1
i z
BI,I∪i
i =
∞∑
k=0
BkI,I∪i
k!
ln(zi)
k+1
k + 1
=: ϕBI,I∪i(zi).
Corollary 2.11 yields
MiϕBI,I∪i(zi)− ϕBI,I∪i(zi) =
( ∞∑
k=1
(2πi)k
k!
· Bk−1I,I∪i
)
· z
BI,I∪i
i .
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This gives us
Miφ
I
I∪i − φ
I
I∪i =
= αI∪iBI∪i,I
(
∞∑
k=1
(2πi)k
k!
· Bk−1I,I∪i
)
z
BI,I∪i
i z
BI,I∪l2
l2
. . . z
BI,I∪ln−|I|
ln−|I|
z
BI,I\m1−Id
m1 . . . z
BI,I\m|I|
−Id
m|I| =
= αI∪i ·ΘI,i ·FI = ηI(αI∪i ·ΘI,i).
Once more, note that these computations are independent of the choice of basis.
Now, we have collected all the important pieces for the proof of our Main Theorem 2.7:
Proof of Theorem 2.7. We need to examine if the family of isomorphisms from Proposition 2.12 is
natural: The isomorphism we gave in part (i) of the proof of Proposition 2.12 is natural. So let
V = (VJ , BJ∪{j},J , BJ,J∪{j}) and V˜ = (V˜J , B˜J∪{j},J , B˜J,J∪{j}) denote two objects in Qui
Σ1
n and let
τ = (hJ ) denote a morphism from V to V˜. We need to check that the diagram
{⊕Jφ
J
I ∈ ⊕J HomC(VJ ,OI,0) | . . .}
{⊕Jφ
J
I∪{i} ∈ ⊕J HomC(VJ ,OI∪{i},0) | . . .}
{⊕J φ˜
J
I ∈ ⊕J HomC(V˜J ,OI,0) | . . .}
{⊕J φ˜
J
I∪{i} ∈ ⊕J HomC(V˜J ,OI∪{i},0) | . . .}
HomC(VI ,C)
HomC(VI∪{i},C)
HomC(V˜I ,C)
HomC(V˜I∪{i},C)
(HomC(τ,OI,0))
(h∗I)
⊕J can
J
I,i ⊕J var
J
I,i ⊕J c˜an
J
I,i ⊕J v˜ar
J
I,i
B∗I,I∪{i} ψ(B
∗
I,I∪{i}) ◦ B
∗
I∪{i},I B˜
∗
I,I∪{i} ψ(B˜
∗
I,I∪{i}) ◦ B˜
∗
I∪{i},I
commutes. The properties indicated by “. . .” may be found in part (i) of the proof of Proposi-
tion 2.12. The morphisms in the horizontal rows are given by
h∗I : HomC(V˜I ,C)→ HomC(VI ,C) , α˜I → α˜I ◦ hI
HomC((hJ ),OI,0) :
⊕
J
HomC(V˜J ,OI,0)→
⊕
J
HomC(VJ ,OI,0) , ⊕J α˜
J
I → ⊕J(α˜
J
I ◦ hJ ).
The isomorphisms from the lower row into the upper row are given by (ALG) composed with (ηI)
and (η˜I), respectively. The commutativity of the diagram follows now easily using the commu-
tativity conditions of the morphism (hI) with the B r, r and B˜ r, r-maps. Hence, the diagram of
Theorem 2.7 commutes up to a natural isomorphism. The remaining claims follow directly from
that.
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